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Abstract 

In this work; based on the bubble theory, streamer discharge 

was modeled and simulated in a dielectric liquid (transformer 

oil) gap of 3mm length under the action atmospheric pressure. 

The streamer channels (plasma) were followed, at each time 

step. The simulation leads to the observation of initiation, 

growth, and branching of streamer channels between the two 

electrodes (pin – plane configuration). 

The results show that, the initiation, growth, and branching 

depends on the electric field distribution with the solution 

region; the streamer follows the region with enough high 

values of the electric field. The streamer brides the 

transformer oil gap from the anode (pin) to the cathode (plane) 

indicating the breakdown voltage of 11 kV. Also, the 

branching and the reaching time to the plane electrode of the 

streamer increased and decreased respectively with the 

increasing of the applied voltage. That indicates the streamer 

velocity increased with the increasing of the applied voltage. 

Keywords: streamer discharge, Dielectric liquid discharge, 

pre-breakdown, discharge simulation, Dielectric liquids gaps. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Dielectric liquids, for example, transformer oils, water and 

nitrogen liquid, etc...  is a basic ingredient in high voltage and 

power systems. The research of streamers has continued for a 

couple of decades; investigations of the mechanisms involved 

in the  growth of fluid breakdown have prompted a more 

profound comprehension while not accomplishing a final 

theory clarifying the initial breakdown method [1]. There are 

several reasons for lack of a single theory. The complex 

nature of liquids makes the theoretical analysis more difficult 

than with glasses. Liquid quality is a critical issue. It is very 

difficult to create a pure liquid compared to a pure gas. It is 

generally accepted that liquid purity plays a very important 

role in the development of final breakdown [2].  

In the 1920's [3], the theory that a cavitation or the bubble 

process may cause a breakdown in dielectric liquid was 

proposed. Krasucki [4]. With the development of high speed 

imaging techniques, the streamer (bubble) theory was put 

forward to explain the breakdown processes in insulating 

liquids. With the development of high speed imaging 

techniques, the bubble theory was put forward to explain the 

breakdown processes in insulating liquids. This theory was 

first developed in the early 1970s [4]. The earliest form of this 

theory was also called ‘streamer theory’, which came from the 

gas bubble observation before a breakdown occurs. A detailed 

study of the influence of thermal bubbles was summarized by 

Hayakawa [5]. Sharbaugh and Watson [6] proposed a thermal 

mechanism for breakdown. They indicate that there is a large 

current density and high local field and that the energy input 

to the liquid may lead to the formation of vapor bubble in a 

few microseconds. Based on the thermal mechanism by 

Sharbaugh and Watson, Kao [7] proposed that in the 

breakdown field, there is only one filament in which the 

current density is large enough to raise the liquid temperature 

to its boiling point and cause vaporization. The shortcoming 

of this theory was the production of the initial bubble. 

According to Krasucki [4] and Thomas [8] he added several 

terms to Krasucki's mathematical equation of bubble growth. 

The model shows good agreement with experiments when 

considering the dependence on pressure and temperature. 

Chadband and Wright [9] suggested that the cavity region (the 

bubble) might be ionized plasma. Cherney and cross [10] 

concluded from their experiments that with a solid-liquid 

interface breakdown is caused by relatively slower bubble 

growth by a gaseous cavitation process, rather than by very 

fast vaporous cavitation as suggested by Krasucki. 

Due to workable needs, numerical simulations of streamers in 

insulating transformer oil have interested significant attention 

during the last two decades. In this work, the streamer 

initiation, growth and branching will be simulated to show the 

behavior according to time  growth in the 3mm transformer 

oil gap within pin-plane electrode configuration. 

 

THE MODELING 

Many breakdown theories have been put forward since the 

start of research on this subject. Confirm that there are several 

different breakdown mechanisms that cannot be described in 

the context of a unified theory [11].  

This model, here, was built based on several assumptions to 

initiation the growth of a streamer within the buffer liquid. 

Therefore, the proposed model depended on the merge of the 

basic concepts of the bubble theory. Many conditions have 
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suggested to the start and growth of the streamer. Following 

are the basic assumptions of the proposed model: 

1- The simulation was taken place in a two dimensional 

region between the two electrodes divided into finite 

elements. Some nodes of some elements represent the 

electrodes, while the others represent the dielectric liquid. 

2- The electric potential at all nodes of all elements that 

belongs to the dielectric is calculated by solving the 

Laplace equation with the boundary conditions on the 

electrodes and the streamer discharge pattern. 

3- The possibility of initiation and development of a 

streamer can be satisfied when  

a. The local electric field (Eloc) (in the center of finite 

element) is greater that a threshold value [12]. The 

local electric field will be calculated according to the 

values of the voltage at the nodes of each element. 

b. The streamer growths from step to the other spending, 

the time duration of each jump (∆t) is the duration 

between two consecutive branches. It depends on the 

local electric field, and it is determined by the 

following relationship [13]: 

             ∆t =  
log k

φ(Eloc)
………… . . ……………… . (2.21) 

Where (logk)  is a constant distributed uniformly in the 

unit interval because of the stochastic generation, 

Where φ (Eloc) is a field depended growth rate function. 

This function is equivalent to the mean value of the 

distribution. Biller assumed arbitrary power law 

dependence: 

         φ(E𝑙𝑜𝑐) =  b [
Eloc

V0
D⁄
]

p

…………… .…… . (2.22) 

Controls the variation of the growth rate with the 

electric field, V0 is the applied potential on the anode 

and D is the gap distance and p is equal to 1 for a linear 

system and 3 for a nonlinear system [14]. Parameter b 

can be calculated theoretically and during the 

simulations took the value (3.7x105s-1) [15]. 

c. The heat of liquid evaporation (Wjou) is greater than the 

latent heat (Lv) [16]. 

          Wjou = R sIs
2 ∆t………………………… .… (1) 

Also  

    Lv = ρ . Vabb . Cp(T). ∆T……… .………… . (2) 

When Rs is resistance streamer, I is current streamer, ∆t 

time duration of jump, Lv is the energy to heat liquid 

[J], ρ is the mass density liquid (kg.m-3), Vabb is the 

volume of bubble [m3], Cp(T) is heat capacity of liquid 

(J.kg-1.K-1) and  ∆T is the temperature change (K). 

d. The electric field value (Etip) at the streamer tip is 

greater than a threshold value [17]. 

        Etip =  2V0/(r0ln4 (D − Ɩs/r0 ) ………… .… (3) 

Where V0 is the applied voltage, D is the gap length and Ɩs 

is the length of the streamer channel and r0 is the radius 

of the streamer channel. 

e. The electric field of the bubble (Ebub) is greater that a 

threshold value [18].   

              E⃗⃗ bub = 
3εr

2εr + 1
 E⃗⃗ loc  …………………… . . (4) 

When Eloc is the local electric field and εr is the relative 

permittivity of the dielectric. 

4- All the streamer branches were followed for one step 

only, because they, at all conditions, will decay. And only 

the main will bridge the gap between electrodes. 

 

THE SIMULATION 

To validate our model, consider a pin-plane electrode 

geometry, submerged in an insulating (transformer oil) of the 

permittivity is (2.2), the maximum permissible level of 

viscosity is (7.5*10-5 m2/s at 313 K, 3.5 *10-5 m2/s at 373 K ), 

the minimum resistivity of (30*1012) Ω.cm at 363K and 

(1500*1012) Ω.cm at 300K, the surface tension is (0.05 N.m-

1), Heat of vaporization is (156 kJ/kg), Specific heat (Cp) is 

(1.779 kJ/kg K), the Boiling temperature is (413K), the mass 

density is (892kg.m-3).  And submitted to different applied 

voltages, the radius of streamer channel r0=5µm and the 

conductivity of channel = 0.1(Ω.m)-1.  The model to be 

implemented, a computer simulation must be executed within 

a pin-plane electrode configuration, figure (1).  The pin 

(anode) is of 10mm length. The plane (cathode) is about (13) 

mm diameter, and the distance between the electrodes is the 

liquid gap length of 3mm. A positive DC high voltage was 

applied to the pin (V0= 11, 13, 15, 18 and 20kV) while the 

plane was grounded. 

The AUTO MESH 2D package was used to generate a mesh 

of 3736 elements and 1967 nodes in the solution region as in 

figure (2). The mesh was designed to have high density 

elements around the tip of the rod and low density far away 

because of the expected high variation of the voltage and the 

electric field around this region. Laplace's equation governs 

the voltage and electric field distributions within the 

configuration. So, finite element method (in two dimensions) 

was used as a good tool to solve Laplace's equation in the 

complicated configuration; using program (Simple 2D) [19, 

20, 21]. That requires the solution region to be discretized by 

a suitable mesh. All calculations that are required in testing 

the present model are done by a computer program. The 

program was written with Fortran 77 language (figure (3) The 

flow chart of the program). It was used to do the calculations 

that are needed to predict the voltage and electric field 
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distributions within the transformer oil gap between the 

electrodes. As well as and to simulate the path and branching 

of the streamer within the simulation area. 

 

THE RESULTS 

The simulation was executed within the electrode 

configuration of a liquid gap of 3mm length to show the 

initiation and growth of the streamer from the anode (pin) to 

the cathode (plane). The first aim is to determine the 

breakdown voltage of the transformer oil gap and show the 

streamer branching. 

 

Figure 1: Longitudinal cross section of pin - plane 

configuration 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2: the grid for the pin - plane configuration,  

a) a complete grid for the longitudinal cross section of the 

configuration, b) enlargement of the region around the tip of 

the pin electrode. 

 

Figure 3:  The flow chart of the program. 

 

The Streamer Initiation and Growth between the 

Electrodes 

The streamer initiation and growth was traced within the 

solution region between the two electrodes. A streamer is 

initiated at the elements that have values that agreement with 

the conditions; First, the local electric field is greater than the 

threshold value (7.4KV/mm) [22] and the energy injected by 

the electric field is enough to cause the evaporation of the 

liquid then configure the bubble. Second, the electric field wit 

in the bubble is greater than the threshold (10kV/mm)[23], the 

last condition the electric field at the head streamer greater 

than the threshold (200kV/mm) [24, 25]. 

The gap breakdown voltage was estimated at the minimum 

applied voltage value that grows streamer pattern to bridge the 

gap. The value for the transformer oil gap of 3mm in this 

work was obtained at 11 KV. 

Figure (4) shows the streamer initiation and growth between 

the two electrodes for the minimum breakdown voltage. The 

figure shows the initiation of the streamer at the head of the 

pin because of the highest values of the electric field. It is 

found that the initiation time is 1.1832µsec and the required 

time for the streamer growth to bridge the gap between the 

two electrodes and reach the plane is 3.518 µs. Also, the 
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streamer path was followed a path farther about the center of 

the opposite electrode. 

Because of the initiation and development of a streamer in 

each step time depends on the greatest value of the local 

electric field. The electric field is non homogeneous in the 

grid causing the development of a streamer direction towards 

the weak points within the grid. 

 

This is consistent with the gap breakdown voltage within the 

dielectric liquid, which studied many experimental and 

theoretical works [26-28]. M. Butcher  et. al. find the gap 

breakdown voltage in the transformer oil  using configuration 

tip-plane (30kV>Vb>10kv) in gap (2.35mm to 5mm) [26]. 

Also, J. C. Dickens et. al. [27], they find the gap breakdown 

voltage in the transformer oil the using same configuration 

(Vb=8kV at gap = 2.5mm) and plane-plane (Vb=7 kV at gap 

= 1.55mm) [28]. 

 

The Pictures of V and E Distributions 

At first, we must know the voltage distribution as well as the 

field distribution, after the solution of Laplace’s equation 

gives the voltage at every node on the mesh.  

Figures (5) and (6) show our simulation pictures of the 

voltage and electric field distributions development with time. 

They determined to support the growth of the streamer and 

traced the path according to voltage and electric field 

distribution development. 

These figures indicate clearly the movement of the region of 

the highest voltages and the highest electric field according to 

the streamer growth. The plots for the magnitude of the 

electric field can identify the weak region where the 

breakdown may begin. In this case, the weak region was 

identified to be the region where the magnitude of the electric 

field is the highest and from this region the breakdown will 

initiate. 

 

 

Figure 4: The streamer development with the time within pin - plane arrangement in transformer oil applied voltage of V =11 kV. 
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Figure 5:The voltage distribution with the time within pin - plane arrangement in transformer oil with electrode gap of 3 mm, and 

applied voltage of V =11 kV. 

 

 

Figure 6: The electric field distribution with the time within pin - plane arrangement in transformer oil with electrode gap of 3 

mm, and applied voltage of  V =11 kV. 
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The Effect of the Applied Voltages. 

The initiated streamer grows and branches toward all elements 

that satisfy the four conditions. Then, all branches were 

stopped at the first step except the main one at the element 

which has the highest electric field value. This one will grow 

to the next step. 

The simulation was repeated at the same conditions, but with 

different applied voltages (11, 13, 15, 18 and 20 KV). That is 

to show the effect of applied voltage on the streamer 

branching as in figures (7). 

From the figure (7), one can observe that, the number of 

branches increases with the increasing of the applied voltage. 

That can be explained as the applied voltage more elements 

realized the conditions of the streamer initiation and growth. 

Also one can observe the decreasing at the arriving time to the 

plane electrode and it arrives nearest to the center of the plane. 

In other words, it arrives in shorter distance which means in 

faster velocity. This is consistent with property formed 

streamers within the dielectric liquid, which studied many 

experiential and theoretical researches [28-30]. Table 1, shows 

the number of branches and arriving time at each applied 

voltage. 

 Table 1: The arriving time and the number of branches at 

each applied voltage. 

Dielectric liquid 

(Transformer 

Oil) 

Applied 

voltage 

(kV) 

Arriving time 

(µs) 

No. of 

branches 

11 3.5187 68 

13 3.0213 110 

15 2.7647 160 

18 2.5302 243 

20 2.4447 300 

 

 

 

Figure 7: The propagation and branched structures of streamers (At each time step) for different applied voltage within pin - 

plane arrangement in transformer oil with electrode gap of 3 mm. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From the results that were obtained by the simulation, the 

following conclusions can be presented as below: 

1- The use of the computer, based on bubble model, can 

give good results when compared with the 

experimental procedures without expensive devices. 

2- The higher electric field value is at the shape edge, 

explains the initiation of the streamer. 

3- The number of branches and their positions depend on 

the applied voltage value. 

4- The streamer velocity increases with the increasing of 

the applied voltage. 
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